This paper presents a path loss model for two half-wavelength dipoles at 2.4 GHz placed closely to a flat, homogeneous medium and compares the path loss near a flat homogeneous medium, a flat layered medium and an anatomically correct human body model.
Introduction
A Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) is a network of which the nodes are situated in the clothes, on the body or under the skin of a person. These nodes are connected through a wireless communication channel and form a network that typically expands over the body of a person. According to the implementation, the nodes consist of sensors and actuators, placed in a star or multihop topology. A WBAN offers many promising, new applications in medicine, multimedia and sports, all of which make advantage of the unconstrained freedom of movement provided by a WBAN. The very complex shape and internal structure of the human body, however, make it impossible to derive a simple path loss (PL) model. Therefore, we start from a flat, homogeneous configuration of biological tissue from which we have extracted a PL model. In a second step, we analyse flat, layered media with anatomically correct thicknesses for each layer. Finally, a full whole-body model based on the Visible Human [1] is used and the PL is compared to the PL near homogeneous and layered media. All the simulations and measurements are performed at a frequency of 2.4 GHz, situated in the license-free Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) frequency band. The PL in this paper is defined as -|S 21 |, with S 21 being the scattering parameter representing the transmission loss.
Flat Homogeneous Medium
Using the EMSS FEKO simulator, based on the Method of Moments (MoM), we simulate horizontal half-wavelength dipoles placed above a flat, lossy and semiinfinite dielectric. Fig. 1 (a) shows the simulation setup. Tx and Rx represent the transmit and receive antenna, respectively. d is the distance between the centres of the dipoles, t is the thickness of the dipoles, h is the height of the antenna centre above the medium and is the length of the dipoles. r and σ represent the relative permittivity and the conductivity (S/m) of the tissue-simulating medium, respectively. Identical half-wavelength dipoles are used at 2. [3] ) and distances up to 50 cm. As the measurements are performed in a non-anechoic environment, resulting in undesired reflections, a de-embedding step is performed [4] . The raw measurement in Fig. 1 (b) shows the unprocessed results, which clearly suffer from reflections of the environment. After de-embedding, the filtered measurement is obtained. As can be seen, the filtered measurement shows excellent agreement with the simulated results in FEKO, quantified by a maximum deviation of only 0.6 dB.
A series of simulations with the MoM tool for varying antenna heights h from 5 mm up to 50 mm and distances up to 50 cm leads to the following semi-empirical PL model for brain tissue, based on the Friis free-space formula:
with n(h) = −25.0h + 4.0 ( 2 )
for brain tissue. P r and P t represent the received and transmitted power, respectively. P 0 is the PL at a reference distance d 0 (here: d 0 = 40 cm) and n is the so called path loss exponent. This model was obtained through fitting of the simulation results. Similar models can be formulated for other biological tissues.
Flat Layered Medium
A series of simulations was performed with different semi-infinite biological tissue configurations and compared with a layered combination of these tissues. The layered medium, consisting of skin, fat, muscle tissue and a layer representing an average of all the intestines, is shown in Fig. 2 (a) together with their dielectric properties [3] . The thicknesses for the layers of the back and leg models are chosen according to the anatomically correct model discussed in the next section. Fig. 2 (b) shows the simulation results for homogeneous and layered biological tissues as a function of the distance d between the antennas (h = 5 mm). The result for average intestines is not shown here because it almost coincides with the curve for muscle tissue. The curves for fat and muscle tissue are only shifted 1.4 dB on average, although their differences in r and σ are quite significant. According to [5] , r for the body ranges from 5.2 to 68.4 and σ from 0.09 S/m to 3.41 S/m at 2.4 GHz. Hence, a large part of the human tissues will generate curves situated closely to the ones depicted in Fig. 2 for skin, fat and muscle tissue.
From Fig. 2 , it is clear that the introduction of layers causes |S 21 | to deviate significantly from the homogeneous configurations. For the layered back configuration, |S 21 | is shifted up 2.1 dB on average, while for the layered leg configuration, |S 21 | is shifted down 6.1 dB on average compared to homogeneous fat tissue. Depending on the layer thicknesses, a homogeneous medium will thus over-or underestimate the PL compared to a layered medium. 
Whole Body Configuration
The results from the previous sections are now compared to the case of an anatomically correct configuration, using the 'Visible Human' model developed at Brooks Air Force Base Laboratories [1] . The model, shown in Fig. 3 (a) , is simulated with the FDTD simulator SEMCAD. Tx and Rx are placed at a distance h = 5 mm from the back. Tx is fixed at the position shown in Fig. 3 , while Rx is consecutively placed at the other indicated positions, separated 5 cm from each other. The results are shown in Fig. 3 (b) . We see excellent agreement with the layered back case from the previous section for distances up to 35 cm. The deviation for larger distances is due to the fact that the back is not perfectly flat over these distances. The flat, layered model thus provides a good estimation of the PL at flat regions of a human body. 
Conclusions
The path loss near flat, homogeneous tissue at 2.4 GHz was characterized and lead to a path loss model that shows excellent agreement with measurements and simulations. It was found that a homogeneous medium will over-or underestimate the path loss compared to a layered medium, depending on the thickness of the different layers. Simulations on an anatomically correct human body model showed that a flat layered medium provides a good estimate of the path loss at flat regions of the human body.
